empirical knowledge of stereopsis played more than a technical role in the creation of some of the world's more famous graphic art.
Interlace and other regularly repeating geometrical patterns are characteristic of the Insular style of ornamental art, as seen in fine metalwork, jewelry, carved stone, and, following the introduction of Christianity and book production, illuminated manuscripts 4, 5 . In the finest Insular gospel books, interlace suggesting flat braids and doilies of woven ribbon yields stereoscopic images that resemble the actual articles in three-dimensional relief, but still qualify as wallpaper illusions 6 (like the images formed by fusing the left and right X's in Fig. 1d-f ). A few multiplexed designs, however, yield well-formed three-dimensional images based on visual disparities far too large to have been unintentional.
Fig. 1d-f shows a remarkable design that is repeated twice on the Book of Durrow's folio 125v. The design can be seen as three large diagonal crosses (X's), each outlined by four quarter-circles and centered on a small diagonal cross. The design is laid out as an overlapped stereopair, with each half centered on a tiny, almond-shaped device, and with both halves sharing the middle X. When the halves are fused, the stereoscopic image appears strongly threedimensional because the middle X is distinctly narrower than the other two.
Apart from the design's layout, the most obvious indication that the devices in Fig. 1e , f are stereograms is that they were drawn accurately enough for their two halves to be easily free- offset is relatively small, ~11 mm, normal matching can give way easily to stereoscopic matching, even in the uninitiated (Fig. 1e, f A concatenation of suggestive and seemingly unlikely coincidences sustains the conclusion that Insular artists used an empirical understanding of stereoscopic images not only to create microscopically detailed ornamental patterns with the unaided eyes 6 , but also to explore the possibilities of the stereoscopic third dimension for ornamental art in ways not encountered again until the advent of crystallography ("three-dimensional ornament") 17, 18 and the autostereogram 7 . fig. 10 ): free-fusing the two subparallel lines with the unaided eyes reveals a strongly three-dimensional image of a line piercing the center of a circle. b, Stereopair in which three devices like the pair in a are overlapped like those in d-f: free-fusing the two parallel lines reveals two circles that intersect at two points along the line of their respective subparallel planes' intersection. Owing to the overlap, the three-dimensional stereoscopic image continues seamlessly into the two-dimensional ghost images on either side, as in d-f. c, Eye-shaped symbol for mirage, a motif in d-f. d, Schematic of the overlapped stereopairs in e and f: when the two tiny, almond-shaped features separating the three large diagonal crosses (X's) are free-fused, a strongly three-dimensional "eye" appears with the almond as its "pupil," and the eye-shaped symbol for mirage in c stands forth in outline, giving a symbol for optical illusion within a stereoscopic illusion of a stylized "eye." e and f, Tracings of panels from the lower (e) and upper (f) halves of folio 125v in the Book of Durrow (~680 CE), natural size: in each case, free-fusing the tiny almonds between the X's reveals the symbol for optical illusion (c) within a stereoscopic illusion of an eye as with d above, but now with two small diagonal crosses suspended within the image. The small irregularities probably are due mainly to differential shrinkage of the parchment, which the regularly repetitive ornament covering the rest of the page confirms as relatively minor. 
